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ABSTRACT
We present a new statistically optimal approach to esti-
mate transcript levels and ratios from one or more gene
array experiments. The Bayesian Estimation of Array Mea-
surements (BEAM) technique uses a model of measurement
noise and prior information to estimate biological expression
levels. It provides a principled method to deal with negative
expression level measurements, combine multiple measure-
ments, and identify changes in expression level. BEAM is
more flexible than existing techniques, because it does not
assume a specific functional form for noise and prior mod-
els. Rather, it uses a more accurate noise model developed
from experimental data, a process we illustrate here using
Affymetrix yeast chips.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.3 [Computer Applications]: Life And Medical Sciences—
biology and genetics; I.6.4 [Computing Methodologies]:
Simulation and Modeling—model validation and analysis,
model development

General Terms
measurement, verification

Keywords
DNA Microarrays, Affymetrix chips, Bayesian estimation,
statistical confidence

1. INTRODUCTION
Gene array technologies including Affymetrix chips and DNA
microarrays have recently allowed researchers to simultane-
ously measure the expression levels of thousands of genes
in a cell population [18, 3, 9, 7, 6, 17]. These experiments
involve a large number of error-prone steps that lead to a

high level of noise in the resulting data [16]. This noise
raises practical questions in interpreting experimental re-
sults: How should one handle the negative observations of-
ten reported by Affymetrix chips? How should one com-
bine multiple observations of the same transcript level into
a single estimate? How should one determine ratios of tran-
script levels under different conditions, given one or more
observations of each? How can one quantify the statistical
significance of a result based on gene array data?

The Bayesian Estimation of Array Measurements (BEAM)
framework described in this paper addresses all of these
problems rigorously and accurately. Given one or more
gene array measurements, a statistical model of measure-
ment noise, and any available prior information about the
transcript levels, BEAM produces a statistically optimal es-
timate of an expression level or expression level ratio, as
well as a measure of its uncertainty. BEAM also quantifies
the significance of expression level changes. We describe the
steps to derive a noise model from experimental data, so
that BEAM can be tailored to any gene array system.

Problems associated with noise in gene array data have re-
cently attracted a great deal of attention. Lee et al. [11] re-
peated a microarray experiment three times and showed that
the results differed substantially, driving home the point
that repetition can increase the significance of conclusions
from gene array experiments. Kerr et al. [10] applied an
ANOVA model to microarray experiments and used boot-
strap methods to obtain confidence intervals for the results.
Ermolaeva et al. [4] used a ratio distribution to determine
the statistical significance of an observed change in expres-
sion levels. Hughes et al. [7] suggested statistics for estima-
tion and uncertainty from multiple repetitions. Hartemink
et al. [5] developed a maximum likelihood method for whole-
chip normalization based on a noise model for Affymetrix
chip data. Mills and Gordon [14] described an experimen-
tal approach to determine the significance of expression level
changes in Affymetrix data. While all of these methods serve
to cope with noise in array data, they do not incorporate re-
alistic noise models or consider prior information about the
system under observation.

The BEAM technique provides an optimal method to esti-
mate expression levels, changes in expression levels, and as-
sociated confidence levels or p-values, given any noise model



and any set of measurements. Bayesian estimation theory
provides a conceptual framework for including prior knowl-
edge in an analysis. Central to the Bayesian approach is the
assumption that a parameter of interest (e.g., the transcript
level) has a probability distribution which captures existing
prior knowledge about that quantity (e.g., the transcript
level cannot be negative). Such a prior is then amended by
a likelihood function derived from the measurements and the
noise model to yield a posterior probability distribution for
the parameter of interest. A single estimate, an associated
variance, and a confidence interval can be derived from this
probability distribution.

Other recent work has also taken a Bayesian approach to
computing expression level changes [15, 2]. However, these
authors use simple noise and prior models chosen for their
computational convenience. In contrast, we derive noise and
prior models directly from experimental data. BEAM is
able to incorporate additional information about the exper-
imental system without sacrificing computational elegance.
BEAM is also the first Bayesian treatment of rectification of
negative chip values and combination of data from repeated
experiments.

We illustrate our technique by developing noise and prior
models for Affymetrix yeast chip expression data on the
basis of experiments performed in the Young lab between
February 1999 and March 2000 [1]. Our results agree quali-
tatively with popular heuristics that have been developed by
experimentalists based on their biological intuition. How-
ever, the BEAM technique serves to quantify and extend
these methods, with significant applications not only in data
analysis but also in experimental design.

2. RESULTS
2.1 Noise Model Derivation
The basic requirements for Bayesian estimation are a prior
model and a noise model, i.e. probabilistic descriptions of
the quantity to be estimated and of the measurement noise.
The prior model p(x) is a probability distribution over the
quantity to be estimated — here a transcript level — de-
scribing any information available about this quantity prior
to collection of the measurements. For example, p(x) will
capture the fact that x cannot be negative (p(x) = 0 when
x < 0) and that very high transcript levels are unlikely.
The noise model is reflected in the conditional distribution
p(y|x), indicating the probability of any particular chip mea-
surement y given a true transcript level x. This noise could
arise anywhere from RNA extraction to chip reading and
likely results from a variety of sources [16].

The estimation techniques developed in the following sec-
tions are applicable to any noise and prior model and there-
fore to any gene array technology. To illustrate their applica-
tion, we derived noise and prior models from data recorded
with Affymetrix Ye6100 chip sets, each set containing four
chips comprising the 6135 open reading frames in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. The experiments were
performed as previously described [6], using a number of
different yeast strains under a variety of conditions.

In deriving a noise model from our data set, we tried to
balance the competing desires for a model complex enough

to explain the data well yet simple enough to derive easily
and use efficiently for estimation. Ultimately, we found that
the data were fit most closely by a model of the form

ỹij = ni[αij(cjtij) + εij ], (1)

where ỹij is the observed level for gene j on chip i computed
by averaging match and mismatch probe differences, tij is
the true transcript level of gene j on chip i, cj is a constant
factor specific to gene j, ni is a noise term multiplying all
genes on chip i (i.e., a “normalization” term), and αij and
εij are multiplicative and additive noise terms, respectively,
specific to gene j on chip i. Our additive and multiplicative
noise terms are similar to those used by Ideker et al. [8] for
spotted array data, but we do not assume that these terms
follow a normal distribution. We considered and rejected
noise models containing different terms or rearrangements
of the terms.

We began by applying the normalization algorithm of Hart-
emink et al. [5] to determine ni for each chip from spiked con-
trol probes. We divided each chip’s data by its ni and sub-
sequently developed our noise model and estimation tech-
niques using normalized data. Thus, we estimate yij =
ỹij/ni.

Because the amplification and hybridization steps are af-
fected by the particular base sequence, the proportion be-
tween absolute transcript level and Affymetrix chip response
differs for each gene [13]. We call this constant of propor-
tionality cj and focus on estimating the product xij = cjtij .
Most experimental results depend on changes in expression
level under different conditions or in different cells. To mea-
sure absolute expression levels, one could determine the con-
stants cj through control experiments with known concen-
trations of gene j.

To determine the distributions of εij and αij , we made use
of the twenty-four control probes on every Affymetrix chip
that correspond to RNA sequences not normally present in
yeast. Transcripts corresponding to fifteen of these probes
(“spiked controls”) are added in a cocktail in fixed, known
quantities at the start of sample preparation in every ex-
periment. Because these controls were added in the same
concentration every time, any variation in their levels read
off the chip must be due to some source of noise. In addi-
tion, the remaining nine controls (“unspiked controls”) on
the chip should have no corresponding sequence in the sam-
ple. Thus any non-zero reading for these controls (positive
or negative) must represent entirely noise.

We first estimated the distribution of εij from the unspiked
control spots. We removed the mean response for each con-
trol and then fit the average distribution with a generalized
Laplacian:

p(x) =
1

C
e
−|x

s
|p

(2)

where s = 13 and p = 0.76 are maximum likelihood fit pa-
rameters, and C is a normalization constant (Figure 1A).
To construct our final distribution for εij , we used a con-
volution of the fitted Laplacian distribution and a Gaussian
distribution representing probe bias (µ = 0, σ = 36).
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Figure 1: Noise model derivation steps. (A) Solid
line: Average distribution of chip readings for un-
spiked control probes, with the mean responses for
each control removed. Dashed line: Best fit with a
generalized Laplacian function. (B) Solid line: Av-
erage distribution of logarithms of all fifteen spiked
controls, with their means removed. Dashed line:
Best fit with a Gaussian (µ = 0, σ = 0.27). (C) Solid
line: Distribution of all the readings from all the
chips in the data set, with the exception of controls.
Dashed line: Calculated prior distribution.

To characterize αij , we used the spiked controls, for which
cjtij is nonzero, but constant from chip to chip. For each
control, we removed the contribution of εij through a de-
convolution and then transformed to the log domain. After
removing the means, we fit the average distribution with a
log normal function (Figure 1B).

To derive a prior distribution, we used all of the data from
every chip in the data set, with the exception of the control
probes. This data represents the prior distribution that we
seek, corrupted by the noise we wish to remove. We decon-
volved the additive noise from the empirical distribution,
then transformed the data to the log domain and decon-
volved the multiplicative noise αij calculated above. We
used the resulting distribution, shown in Figure 1C, as our
prior.

2.2 Estimation of Transcript Levels
Typically, we wish to estimate a transcript level x from one
or more independent observations y = (y1, y2, · · · , yn). We
use the Bayes least squares estimator, which is simply the ex-
pected value (mean) of the posterior distribution of x given
y:

x̂(y) = E[x|y] =

∫
xp(x|y)dx =

1

p(y)

∫
xp(y|x)p(x), (3)

where p(y|x) = p(y1|x)p(y2|x) · · · p(yn|x) is given by the
noise model. A measure of the uncertainty in the estimate
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Figure 2: Transcript level estimates based on a sin-
gle observation. (A) Bayes least squares estimate of
true transcript level from a single observed value.
Dotted line corresponds to y = x. (B) Uncertainty
of the estimate, measured by the standard deviation
(square root of the variance) of the posterior distri-
bution of transcript values given the observation.

is given by the variance of the posterior distribution:

σ2
x̂(y) = E[(x − x̂)2|y] =

1

p(y)

∫
(x − x̂)2p(y|x)p(x)dx.

(4)

Analytical evaluation of Equations 3 and 4 for the prior dis-
tribution and noise model developed above proves difficult.
Fortunately, these quantities are easily evaluated compu-
tationally through numerical integration. We store lookup
tables of observations and corresponding estimates. For a
given noise model, these tables need be computed only once.
Subsequently, one can interpolate the results to find an es-
timated transcript level and an uncertainty measure corre-
sponding to any given observation.

Figure 2A displays the Bayes least squares estimate of the
transcript level as a function of the value of a single ob-
servation. The estimate approximates the observation for
large observed values. As the observation falls below zero,
however, the estimated level remains positive, because the
prior distribution rules out negative transcript levels. As the
observed level becomes increasingly negative, the estimate
flattens out, increasing slightly after reaching a minimum of
23 at an observed level of -75. A highly negative observation
does not necessarily indicate that the true transcript level
is zero; according to our model, it is more likely to be the
result of a positive true level with a slightly greater noise
contribution. Figure 2B shows the associated uncertainty
in the estimate, measured by the standard deviation of the
posterior distribution. The multiplicative component of the
noise model results in an increase in the uncertainty at high
observed levels.

Figure 3 shows estimated transcript levels as a function of
two independent observations of the same quantity, typically
corresponding probes from two gene arrays run separately.
The figure also includes the uncertainty of the estimates.
When both observations are large and positive, the opti-
mal estimated value is approximately equal to the mean of
the two observations. As one of the observations becomes
small but positive, the estimate falls below the mean. In-
tuitively, the smaller observation, which would produce a
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Figure 3: Transcript level estimates based on re-
peated observations. (A) Bayes least squares esti-
mate of true transcript level as a function of obser-
vations in two independent, repeated experiments.
The heavy solid line indicates estimates for pairs of
observations whose mean is 2000. (B) Uncertainty
of the estimate, measured by the standard deviation
of the posterior distribution of the transcript level
given the two observations.

posterior distribution of lower variance if used individually,
receives a larger weight when the two observations are com-
bined. If the larger observation remains constant while the
small one becomes negative, the estimate actually begins to
increase. The decreased weight on the smaller observation
corresponds to the intuition that a highly negative observa-
tion is known to be highly noisy.

2.3 Estimation of Transcript Ratios
Analysis of gene array data in practice often involves the ra-
tios of two different transcript levels, usually corresponding
to the same mRNA under two different conditions. Given
one observation of each transcript level (ya and yb), the op-
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Figure 4: Ratio estimates. (A) Bayes least squares
estimate of log ratio of transcript levels of a partic-
ular gene observed under conditions a and b. (B)
Uncertainty of the log ratio estimate, measured by
the standard deviation of the posterior distribution
of the ratio given the two observations.

timal estimate of the log ratio r = log10
xa
xb

is given by

r̂(ya, yb) = E[log10
xa

xb
|ya, yb]

=
1

p(ya)p(yb)

∫
xa

p(ya|xa)p(xa) ·
∫

xb

log10
xa

xb
p(yb|xb)p(xb)dxbdxa. (5)

We estimate logarithms of ratios, so swapping the two obser-
vations simply negates the estimated log ratio. To quantify
the uncertainty in these estimates, we compute the variance
of the posterior distribution over r,

σ2
r̂(ya, yb) = E[(r − r̂)2|ya, yb]. (6)

Figure 4 shows the resulting log ratio estimates as well as
their associated uncertainties. When both measurements
are large, the estimated ratio approximates their quotient.
When both are small or negative, the estimated log ratio is
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approximately zero. If yb decreases to zero while ya remains
large, the estimated ratio reaches a maximum value, beyond
which it decreases slightly if yb continues to decrease. The
uncertainty is highest when both observations are negative
and tends to decrease as one or both observations become
large and positive.

2.4 Significance tests
Once we have estimated a ratio of two transcript levels mea-
sured under different conditions, we can find the statistical
significance of this ratio. Given two observations ya and yb

of the same gene under different conditions, we ask what
is the probability of observing the same or a more extreme
ratio, if the underlying true transcript level is identical, i.e.
the p-value. The estimated log ratio of ya to yb is r̂(ya, yb),
which we calculate as described in the previous section and
we designate as r̂∗. We seek to determine the probability
under the null hypothesis of finding a log ratio r that is equal
or of greater magnitude than |r̂∗|. Because r represents a
log ratio, by comparing absolute values, we are performing
a two-tailed hypothesis test. Although use of p-values is a
departure from a strictly Bayesian philosophy, we calculate
them for consistency with the vast majority of the biological
literature.

If our null hypothesis is that the true underlying transcript
level is identically x∗ under both conditions, it is straight-
forward to determine the probability of observing a ratio
larger than r̂(ya, yb). For a known true transcript level x∗,
the probability of observing any chip reading yi is given by
the noise model. For any two observations y1 and y2, the
estimated ratio is r̂(y1, y2), so we are interested in the total
area for which |r̂(y1, y2)| is greater than |r̂∗|:

p =

∫
|r̂(y1,y2)|≥|r̂∗|

p(y1|x∗)p(y2|x∗)dy1dy2. (7)

However, we do not know x∗ exactly but can only estimate it
from our two observations ya and yb. In fact, x∗ could have a
continuum of values with varying probabilities. For the most
accurate p-value, we should consider all these possible values
of x∗, weighted by the appropriate probability. Ultimately,
we calculate p as follows:

p =

∫ ∞

0

∫
|r̂(y1,y2)|≥|r̂∗|

p(y1|x∗)p(y2|x∗)p(x∗|ya, yb)dy1dy2dx∗.

Contours for several commonly considered values of p are
shown in Figure 5.

3. DISCUSSION
3.1 Comparison to Heuristic Approaches
Rather than contradicting current practice, our results vali-
date, quantify, and extend the heuristics commonly applied
in gene array analysis today. For example, a large fraction
of Affymetrix outputs (8% in our yeast chip data set) are
negative values, which make little sense as expression level
measurements. Investigators often deal with such values by
applying a technique known as “flooring,” in which obser-
vations below some small, positive threshold are set to that
threshold while observations above that threshold are ac-
cepted as accurate [6]. Figure 6A illustrates the mapping
implied by a flooring method together with our estimator
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Figure 5: p-value contours showing the probability
that the ratio of two independent observations of the
same gene, or a more extreme ratio, could have re-
sulted if the underlying mRNA level were the same
in both cases. Contours for p = 0.1, 0.05, 0.02, 0.01,
0.005, and 0.001 are shown.

for a transcript level based on a single observation, from
Figure 2A. The two estimates are similar. Flooring, derived
heuristically through biological intuition, can be viewed as
a simple approximation to the Bayes least squares estimator
based on our prior and noise models.

Our approach offers several benefits over the simple flooring
heuristic even when only one observation is available. First,
our approach provides a principled method to determine the
value of the flooring threshold. Second, it provides a more
accurate estimate in regions near the threshold, where the
piecewise linear estimate due to flooring falls short. Third,
our technique, unlike current biological heuristics, produces
not only an estimate but also an associated measurement of
uncertainty.

A similar comparison is possible for estimation from two
or more repeated experiments or estimation of transcript
ratios. The common practice of flooring followed by taking
the mean or ratio produces results similar to the BEAM
method for high transcript levels. However, when one or
both observations are small or negative, BEAM estimates
differ from these heuristic approaches. BEAM additionally
provides an estimate of uncertainty in the transcript level
or ratio, which heuristics do not.

Current practice typically dictates that two transcript lev-
els of the same gene are significantly different if one exceeds
the other by a factor of two, after flooring to some value [17,
6]. Figure 6B compares this practice to our calculation of
p < 0.05, the most commonly encountered significance crite-
rion. Interestingly, the ad hoc rule of factor of two defines a
significance region of the same general shape as our statisti-
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Figure 6: Comparisons to heuristic methods. (A)
Estimated transcript levels from a single observa-
tion, using our method (dashed line) or the heuris-
tic of flooring all values below the threshold of 25
to 25. (B) The dotted line shows the boundary of
the p < 0.05 region for two observations of the same
gene (same as Fig. 5). A point falling outside of
these contours represents two observations that are
statistically different with a significance of p < 0.05.
For comparison, the dashed line shows a common
heuristic of assuming two readings are significantly
different if they differ by at least a factor of two,
after flooring to a value of 25.

cal technique. For larger transcript values, our results show
that indeed two observations are significantly different if one
exceeds the other by a constant factor. However, the linear
portions of the contours do not correspond to lines that go
through the origin. As transcript levels become smaller,
the offset from the origin is increasingly important and the
factor by which one observation must exceed the other in-
creases.

3.2 Application to Data Sets
The BEAM estimates of means, ratios, and p-values de-
scribed in this work can be applied directly to any data
recorded on Affymetrix Ye6100 chips and normalized using
spiked controls. We have computed lookup tables provid-
ing the BEAM estimates of means, ratios, variances, and
p-values for measurements from one or two chips. These
tables and software for automating the table lookups are

available at http://fpn.mit.edu/BEAM/, where they can ei-
ther be downloaded or applied to a user’s data via a Web-
based interface.

The specific noise model and prior model we developed for
this paper were derived from data recorded in the Young
lab at the Whitehead Institute. Although the data were
recorded in a single lab, they were collected over a period
of more than one year by seven experimenters. We expect
that our models have captured much of the variation that
would occur from experimenter to experimenter in different
labs, although we have not specifically checked for this.

Much of the power of our method lies in its straightforward
extension to other types of data. This paper illustrates the
derivation of noise and prior models from Affymetrix yeast
chip data. Different prior models on true expression levels
may prove more accurate for other species. To the extent
that chip noise is affected by non-specific hybridization, the
noise model may also differ from organism to organism. Be-
ginning with a data set similar to the one we used but for
a different organism, one can follow the steps of Section 2.1
to derive parameters of appropriate noise and prior mod-
els. If one is interested in yeast or another organism only in
a particular condition, such as nutritional deprivation, one
may produce more accurate estimates by deriving a new
prior model for this specific condition. With appropriate
noise models, the BEAM techniques can also be applied to
other chip technologies, such as microarrays. BEAM can be
combined with preprocessing techniques designed to correct
errors associated with particular technologies, as long as the
same preprocessing techniques are applied to the data set
used to build the noise model.

Because our noise model was derived from data that were
normalized using spiked controls, the resulting estimation
lookup tables are most appropriate for normalized data sets.
Unnormalized data will contain additional whole-chip mul-
tiplicative noise for which our model does not account. The
resultant estimates will therefore be less precise. One could
improve the results in the case where no spiked controls are
available by deriving a noise model from unnormalized data
or from data normalized using other methods.

One could also combine BEAM with preprocessing methods
designed to handle identifiable, technology-specific problems
in gene array output. For example, one can perform any
method of outlier detection prior to applying BEAM. For
optimal performance, the same preprocessing should be ap-
plied to the data used to build the noise model.

We chose in this work not to consider the forty individual
match and mismatch probes for each gene on the Affymetrix
chip. These lowest level data are often not available to re-
searchers and are typically not included in public data sets.
However, when the raw probe values are accessible, it may be
possible to use them to improve the accuracy of the BEAM
technique. One approach would be to use them to gener-
ate “pre-processed” transcript levels that would then be an
input to BEAM. Li and Wong [12] have described a princi-
pled approach to calculating an accurate single gene tran-
script level from raw probe data, assuming additive Gaus-
sian noise. A more complicated extension of our work could
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perform Bayesian estimation of means and ratios directly
from individual probe values, using accurate noise and prior
models.

It is also possible to derive extensions to the Bayesian es-
timation techniques we present here. We discuss estimates
of ratios estimated for one measurement under each of two
conditions. One extension would be a ratio estimate and as-
sociated p-value from two measurements under each of two
conditions. More specific estimators and statistical tests can
be derived from Bayesian theory as they are needed to an-
swer a specific experimental question, as well as help for-
mulate more sophisticated biological questions for further
study.

4. CONCLUSION
We have presented here a modular and general technique
for deriving noise and prior models from gene array data.
These models are then used for optimal Bayesian estimation
of transcript levels, combination of transcript levels from
repeated experiments, and determination of significance of
transcript level changes.
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